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Performance Task Item: Caged Birds
Grade Level: 8th Grade
Focus Areas: Poetry; Figurative Language; Inference; Author’s Purpose
Essential Questions:
 How can figurative language be used to effectively convey meaning and solidify the
Author’s purpose?
 How do the circumstances people are born into effect their outlook on life?
Learning Targets:
 Students will determine purpose from the text and its effect on the reader.
 Students will look for and identify deeper meaning within the text by drawing inferences.
 Students will explain how the author conveys his/her point of view.
 Students will draw evidence from the text to support point of view analysis.
 Students will define figurative language specifically similes/metaphors and identify
examples.
 Students will read and analyze the similes and/or metaphors used in poetry.
 Students will create their own figurative language in order to learn how to apply this tool
to their own writing projects.
 Students will create their own piece using figurative language.
.

STANDARDS
Content Standards:
 Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from
it.
 Students will cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support
conclusions drawn from the text.
 Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical,
connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape
meaning or tone.
 Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a text.
 Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order to build
knowledge or to compare the approaches the authors take.
 Define figurative language specifically similes/metaphors and identify examples.
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Materials/Resources:
 “I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings” by Maya Angelou www.poemhunter.com
 “Still I Rise” by Maya Angelou www.poemhunter.com
 Video of Maya Angelou reading “Still I Rise”
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xg7wli_maya-angelou-still-i-rise_creation
 "I didn't come to stay." Poet and author Angelou dead at 86 www.newsela.com Lexile 1110
 Excerpt from “Biography of Toi Derricotte” www.wikipedia.com
 “The Weakness” by Toi Derricotte www.poemhunter.com
Vocabulary:








Figurative Language
Literal
Autobiographical
Allusion
Simile
Metaphor
Creole

(Written response for figurative language may be done in a group to scaffold and differentiate
or compacted.)

“I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will
never forget how you made them feel.”
Maya Angelou
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Part A:
Read “I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings” by Mayo Angelou and answer questions
1 – 3.
1. What are some differences between a caged bird and a free bird in this song? Use text
evidence. (DOK 1)

2. What does the caged bird sing of? (DOK 1)

3. In the poem, Maya Angelou says:
“Can seldom see through his bars of rage
His wings are clipped and his feet are tied
So he opens his throat to sing.”
What does Maya Angelou mean when she says “bars of rage” and “his wings are clipped
and his feet are tied”? Is it figurative or literal? What textual evidence can you find that
would account for your answer? What picture does this paint for you? (DOK 2)
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Read excerpt from “Still I Rise” and watch the video at this link
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xg7wli_maya-angelou-still-i-rise_creation

4. Choose two examples of figurative language from “Still I Rise”. Compare those to the ones
you chose in “I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings” (question 3). Is there a recurring theme
you see through both poems? Fill out the attached graphic organizer web of Maya Angelou
themes. (DOK 2)

5. After watching the video of Maya Angelou reading “Still I Rise”, what did you notice about
her facial expressions, ease of reading, and overall performance? Take notes, give specific
details and their connection to the author’s purpose. You may need to watch the video
more than once. Write a brief summary of what you saw in the video stating how the
medium impacted the poetry as opposed to written text. (DOK 2)

Read "I Didn't Come To Stay. Poet and author Angelou dead at 86” and answer questions
6 – 7.
6. Maya Angelou was called a “Renaissance Woman”. What does that mean, and using text
evidence, cite the ways that supports your conclusion? (DOK 1)

7. “What is “swollen belly poor”? Thinking to the two poems read as well as the biography,
find two examples of figurative language that might illustrate that Mayo Angelou’s poems
may be autobiographical based on her background. (DOK 2/3)
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Part B:
Read “The Weakness” by Toi Derricotte and answer questions 8 – 11.
8. According to the text, what is the difference between the author’s mother and
grandmother and their reactions? (DOK 1)

9. Using your background knowledge of poetry types, what style of poetry did Mayo Angelou
and Toi Derricotte use? Is it effective for their messages? (DOK 2)

10. Looking at the Figurative Language table (see attached), decide the element of figurative
language, write the example and then write what you believe the meaning of it is in your
own words. (DOK 2/3)

11. Using the attached Figurative language written record, analyze the works of Angelou and
Derricotte given on the sheet and complete the short answer questions. (DOK 2/3)
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Read the excerpt from “Biography of Toi Derricotte” and answer question 12.
12. According to the text, how does Toi Derricotte’s background (Creole), family and
experiences influence her work? (DOK 2)

13. After learning about Maya Angelou and Toi Derricotte and using your similarities and
differences graphic organizer, choose one of the poems and discuss the author’s purpose.
Answer the questions below and write an essay on the author, author’s purpose and the
poem.
• What was the author’s purpose in writing this article/passage?
• What does the author mean when he/she writes “____________________”?
• Why did the author write this article?
• Which statement best describes what the author thinks?
• What is the author’s attitude towards ________ in this article?
• The author wants the reader to think ______________.
• Which feature of ________ does the author most value?
• The author/narrator could most likely agree with which statement?
• Why does the author describe _______ in such detail?

14. Research the social, economic and racial climate of 1945. Saks was a very expensive
department store. Research a little more about Toi Derricotte and her family. How did Toi
Derricotte’s culture and/or race affect how she felt in the poem? “Transparent genes
confessing” showed that Derricotte was acutely aware that though she might felt like an
outsider. What did your research reveal about how she felt? Have a round table discussion
focused around the social, economic and racial climate of the times and how it affected
the author? Then write a compare/contrast essay of what this experience might look like
today. (DOK 4)
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15. Have you had an instance where you overcame something? You may write a poem,
narrative essay or song to explain this instance and your feelings about it. You must use at
least five expressions of figurative language in your piece (DOK 3/4)

16. Many modern day songwriters and poets use their works and position to comment on
current social issues. Research a songwriter or poet who has written a work with a social
commentary. Highlight any figurative language used. Share their work with the class (be
sure it is appropriate) including your analysis of the piece and present your findings. Write
an argumentative essay on whether you believe artists should use their medium as a
political forum or if their art should stand on its own. (DOK 4)
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ARTICLES/STUDENT MATERIALS/RUBRICS
“I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings”
By Maya Angelou
A free bird leaps on the back
Of the wind and floats downstream
Till the current ends and dips his wing
In the orange sun’s rays
And dares to claim the sky.
But a BIRD that stalks down his narrow cage
Can seldom see through his bars of rage
His wings are clipped and his feet are tied
So he opens his throat to sing.
The caged bird sings with a fearful trill
Of things unknown but longed for still
And his tune is heard on the distant hill for
The caged bird sings of freedom.
The free bird thinks of another breeze
And the trade winds soft through
The sighing trees
And the fat worms waiting on a dawn-bright
Lawn and he names the sky his own.
But a caged BIRD stands on the grave of dreams
His shadow shouts on a nightmare scream
His wings are clipped and his feet are tied
So he opens his throat to sing.
The caged bird sings with
A fearful trill of things unknown
But longed for still and his
Tune is heard on the distant hill
For the caged bird sings of freedom.
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Excerpt from “Still I Rise”
By Maya Angelou
You may write me down in history
With your bitter, twisted lies,
You may trod me in the very dirt
But still, like dust, I'll rise.
Does my sassiness upset you?
Why are you beset with gloom?
’Cause I walk like I've got oil wells
Pumping in my living room.
Just like moons and like suns,
With the certainty of tides,
Just like hopes springing high,
Still I'll rise.
Did you want to see me broken?
Bowed head and lowered eyes?
Shoulders falling down like teardrops,
Weakened by my soulful cries?
Does my haughtiness offend you?
Don't you take it awful hard
’Cause I laugh like I've got gold mines
Diggin’ in my own backyard.
You may shoot me with your words,
You may cut me with your eyes,
You may kill me with your hatefulness,
But still, like air, I’ll rise.
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"I didn't come to stay.
Poet and author Angelou dead at 86”
By The Charlotte Observer, adapted by Newsela staff

A photo taken of Maya Angelou in Wait Chapel at Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
on April 18, 2008. Yalonda M. James/Charlotte Observer/MCT

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — The poet and memoir writer Maya Angelou died Wednesday. She was 86.
But when you read her poems, you can still hear her rich, deep voice caressing every syllable:
Come you death, in haste, do come,
My shroud of black be weaving,
Quiet my heart, be deathly quiet,
My true love is leaving.
"She was an extraordinary, charismatic person," Edwin Wilson, a former academic head, or provost,
of Wake Forest University where Angelou taught, told The Charlotte Observer years ago. "She had
a way of bringing an audience very much to within her grasp."
"On The Pulse of the Morning"
After Bill Clinton was elected president in 1992, he asked her to read a poem at his inauguration. It
was the first poem at an inauguration in 32 years.
She called it "On the Pulse of the Morning," and in it she spoke of hope for the country's future, but
also reminded listeners of two despairs from the past: the Trail of Tears and slavery.
History, despite its wrenching pain
Cannot be unlived, but if freed
With courage, need not be lived again.
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Angelou was born Marguerite Johnson in 1928 in St. Louis. She was raised by her grandmother in
Stamps, Arkansas, "swollen-belly poor," she described it. At 16, she had her only child, son Guy
Johnson. She married and divorced at least two times, but would never say how many.
She was a poet, dancer, actress, songwriter, civil rights activist, streetcar conductor, Creole cook,
cocktail waitress, filmmaker and script writer. While touring as an entertainer in Europe and Africa
in the 1950s, she assumed the name Maya Angelou.
"I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings"
In 1969, she emerged as an author when her first book, "I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings," became
a critical and commercial success. In it, she described being raped at age 7 by her mother's
boyfriend.
"I had to make a decision that I would tell a truth which might liberate me, and might liberate
others," she told The Observer in 1994. "I have a file in my office filled with letters from women and
men, mostly women, who read 'Caged Bird' and somehow felt liberated enough to tell their
mothers, or to confront their fathers or their uncles or their brothers, as grown women, and to say,
'This was cruel, what you did to me.'"
She dedicated the book to her son, Guy Johnson, and "all the strong black birds of promise who
defy the odds and gods and sing their songs."
For six years after the rape, Angelou said, she rarely spoke, and only to her brother. That experience
nurtured the writer in her. "I spent six years as a mute," she told The Atlanta-Journal Constitution
in 2002, "and so I had read everything. And I had memorized. I memorized 60 sonnets. And I
memorized Paul Laurence Dunbar, James Welden Johnson, Countee Cullen and Edgar Allan Poe. I
loved Poe so much I called him 'Eap' to myself."
Early in her writing career, she began renting hotel rooms where she would write. She would take a
yellow pad, a dictionary, a thesaurus, a Bible and a bottle of sherry. "I'm very fortunate, here in my
town," she said, referring to Winston-Salem, North Carolina, "to have a hotel which I use. And
everyone there, from the clerks, the counter people, the reservations people, the maids and the
janitors and so forth, everyone says they don't know me."
She explained, "People call or come by and say, 'Is this the place where Maya Angelou is?' And they
say, 'Maya who?'"
"A Song Flung Up To Heaven"
Angelou moved to Winston-Salem in 1981 after being given a lifetime position as a professor of
American Studies at Wake Forest. "Not only was she a strong and active member of the faculty,"
said Wilson, the former provost. "She brought to the campus other people of distinction, especially
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African-Americans. That added a kind of special strength and diversity to the Wake Forest
community."
Angelou found herself at the center of controversy in December 2001 after she partnered with
Hallmark Cards on a line of greeting cards and other products.
"I think it's preposterous," said Billy Collins, the official poet of the United States — the poet
laureate, said at the time. "It lowers the understanding of what poetry actually can do."
Angelou said she saw it as a literary challenge: to distill an inspiration into two sentences on the
inside of a greeting card. "I have not reduced my value or respect for words or love of the language,"
she told the St. Louis Post Dispatch. "I have accepted the challenge to say what I mean succinctly
and I'm having a ball. It was exactly what I needed after 'A Song Flung Up to Heaven.'"
"A Song Flung Up to Heaven" was the sixth and final volume of her autobiography, published in
2002 and including memories of motherhood, as well as the assassinations in the 1960s of her
friends Malcolm X and the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
The last sentence of that volume is the same as the first sentence of the first:
"What are you looking at me for?" she wrote. "I didn't come to stay."
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“The Weakness”
Toi Derricotte
That time my grandmother dragged me
through the perfume aisles at Saks, she held me up
by my arm, hissing, "Stand up,"
through clenched teeth, her eyes
bright as a dog's
cornered in the light.
She said it over and over,
as if she were Jesus,
and I were dead. She had been
solid as a tree,
a fur around her neck, a
light-skinned matron whose car was parked, who walked
on swirling
marble and passed through
brass openings--in 1945.
There was not even a black
elevator operator at Saks.
The saleswoman had brought velvet
leggings to lace me in, and cooed,
as if in service of all grandmothers.
My grandmother had smiled, but not
hungrily, not like my mother
who hated them, but wanted to please,
and they had smiled back, as if
they were wearing wooden collars.
When my legs gave out, my grandmother
dragged me up and held me like God
holds saints by the
roots of the hair. I begged her
to believe I couldn't help it. Stumbling,
her face white
with sweat, she pushed me through the crowd, rushing
away from those eyes
that saw through
her clothes, under
her skin, all the way down
to the transparent
genes confessing.
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Excerpt from “Biography of Toi Derricotte”
www.wikipedia.com

Derricotte was born in Hamtramck, Michigan, the daughter of Antonia Baquet, a Creole from
Louisiana, and Benjamin Sweeney Webster, a Kentucky native, and later half-sister to Benjamin, Jr.
At around 10 or 11 years of age, she began a secret journal that included, among other things, the
disintegration of her parents' marriage and the death of her grandmother on whom she was very
emotionally dependent. During her years at Detroit's Girls Catholic Central High School, Derricotte
recounts a religious education that she felt was steeped in images of death and punishment, a
Catholicism that, according to the poet, morbidly paraded "the crucifixion, saints, martyrs in the
Old Testament and the prayers of the Mass." Coupled with these images were Derricotte's surreal
reminiscences of childhood visits to her paternal grandparents' home, the bottom part of which
served as a funeral parlor where bodies were prepared for viewing. Often she would stay overnight
at her grandparents', where, unafraid, she would "pray over the bodies … especially … disturbed
when young people died, children, babies."
Faced with this unexpected rebuff, Derricotte remembers being faced with several choices: "I could
have said something is wrong with me and stopped writing, or I could have continued to write, but
written about the things I knew would be acceptable, or I could go back underground." For
Derricotte, the choice was obvious: rather than risk ostracism for openly writing about the
forbidden, she opted "to go back underground."
In 1959, Derricotte graduated from Girls Catholic Central and enrolled that autumn in Wayne State
University as a special education major. In 1962, her junior year at Wayne State, she gave birth to a
son in a home for unwed mothers. This act of rebellion was but a presage of things to come, as
Derricotte, after graduating in 1965, left Detroit for the East Coast. At Wayne State University she
earned a B.A. in 1965 and an M.A. in 1984 at New York University in English literature.[1]
Her move to New York City in 1967 was a momentous one, for it was here among white, mostly
female intellectuals that Derricotte's poetic voice resurfaced. Unlike the African-American poets of
the Black Arts Movement, many of whom heeded Amiri Baraka's call for an artistic expression that
was decidedly black nationalist, proletarian, and accessible, Derricotte wrote, instead, deeply
personal, troubling, often difficult poems that talked more of black families haunted by gender
oppression and familial strife than of Black Power and racial solidarity.
Creole- a person of mixed European and black descent, especially in the Caribbean.
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Name ____________________________________________

Date _______________

What consistent themes or feelings do you get from Maya Angelou’s poems “I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings” and “Still I Rise”?
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FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE WRITTEN RECORD
Name ____________________________________________

Date ____________

Maya Angelou and Toi Derricotte have many similarities and differences. Please complete the
chart using research and text evidence for each woman.
The following lines appear in Maya Angelou’s poem, “I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings”. Read the
poem in its entirety, and then answer the questions that follow about the figurative language
contained in these lines.
But a caged BIRD stands on the grave of dreams
His shadow shouts on a nightmare scream


What is the figurative language used in these lines?



What is it referring to within the context of the poem?



How is this description different from saying simply that he stood in a cage?



How is this description different from saying that the bird was trapped? What makes this
effective and why?

The following lines appear in Toi Derricotte’s 1989 poem,” The Weakness”. Read the poem in its
entirety, and then answer the questions that follow about the simile contained in these lines.
Through clenched teeth, her eyes
Bright as a dog’s
Cornered in the light.


What is the figurative language used in these lines?
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What is it referring to within the context of the poem?



How is this description different from saying that her eyes shined?



How is this description different from saying that her grandmother had a dog’s shining eyes?
What makes this effective and why?

The following lines appear in Maya Angelou’s poem, “Still I Rise”. Read the poem in its entirety,
and then answer the questions that follow about the simile contained in these lines.
Does my sassiness upset you?
Why are you beset with gloom?
’Cause I walk like I've got oil wells
Pumping in my living room.


What is the figurative language used in these lines?



What is it referring to within the context of the poem?



How is this description different from saying simply she felt sassy?



How is this description different from saying that she was confident?



What makes it effective and why?
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Write your own figurative language for each of the following ideas or concepts.
Example: Paleness
She was as pale as the ash left behind in the fireplace. (S)
Upon hearing the devastating news, his face took upon a ghastly coolness no different than
ice forming around his heart.
1. Wild
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
2. Bright
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
3. Fear
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
4. Stubborn
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
5. Sad
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
6. Complex
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
7. Warm
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
8. Cold
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
9. Joyful
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
10. Exciting
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Name: ________________________________________

Date: __________________

Similarities and Differences graphic organizer
Maya Angelou (MA)

Supporting Evidence

Toi Derricotte (TD)
Early Life:

Challenges faced:

Political Beliefs:

Lifestyle:

Poetry

Your Pick!
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _______________________

Essay Rubric
Traits

4

3

2

1

Focus &
Details

There is one clear,
well focused topic.
Main ideas are clear
and are well supported
by detailed and
accurate information.

There is one clear, well There is one topic.
focused topic. Main
Main ideas are
ideas are clear but are
somewhat clear.
not well supported by
detailed information.

The topic and main
ideas are not clear.

Voice

The author’s purpose
of writing is very
clear, and there is
strong evidence of
attention to audience.
The author’s extensive
knowledge and/or
experience with the
topic is/are evident.

The author’s purpose
of writing is somewhat
clear, and there is
some evidence of
attention to audience.
The author’s
knowledge and/or
experience with the
topic is/are evident.

The author’s purpose
of writing is
somewhat clear, and
there is evidence of
attention to audience.
The author’s
knowledge and/or
experience with the
topic is/are limited.

The author’s purpose of
writing is unclear.

Word Choice

The author uses vivid
words and phrases.
The choice and
placement of words
seems accurate,
natural, and not forced.

The author uses words
that communicate
clearly, but the writing
lacks variety.

The writer uses a
limited vocabulary.
Jargon or clichés may
be present and detract
from the meaning.

Sentence
Structure,
Grammar,
Mechanics, &
Spelling

All sentences are well
constructed and have
varied structure and
length. The author
makes no errors in
grammar, mechanics,
and/or spelling.

The author uses vivid
words and phrases.
The choice and
placement of words is
inaccurate at times
and/or seems
overdone.
Most sentences are
well constructed and
have varied structure
and length. The author
makes a few errors in
grammar, mechanics,
and/or spelling, but
they do not interfere
with understanding.

Most sentences are
well constructed, but
they have a similar
structure and/or length.
The author makes
several errors in
grammar, mechanics,
and/or spelling that
interfere with
understanding.

Sentences sound
awkward, are
distractingly repetitive,
or are difficult to
understand. The author
makes numerous errors
in grammar, mechanics,
and/or spelling
that interfere with
understanding.
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Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________________________________

Compare/Contrast Essay

Excellent/Very
Good
(5)
Content

Organization

Conventions

Writing shows
understanding
throughout, noting
at least 3 similarities
and at least 3
differences.

Good
(4)
Writing shows concrete
understanding of the
similarities and
differences

Proficient
(3)

Needs Work
(2-0)

Writing shows
understanding of
similarities and
differences.

Writing does not include
any examples of
similarities and
differences.

Broad examples
could be better
explained.

OR
Content shows several
inaccuracies and
confusion.

Essay shows
thoughtful, logical,
and clear layout of
concepts. Transition
sentences are
smooth. Essay
includes an
introduction and
conclusion.

Writing is logically and
clearly organized.

Writing is somewhat
organized.

Writing is disorganized
and hard to follow.

The similarities and
differences are readily
identifiable.

Points are
identifiable with
minimal reader
confusion.

OR

Work has been
proofread and has
no grammatical
errors or spelling
mistakes that take
away from
comprehension.

Work has minor
grammatical errors and
few spelling and few
spelling mistakes that do
not take away from
reading comprehension.

Work has several
grammar and
spelling mistakes
that may somewhat
interfere with
comprehension.

Work has numerous
mistakes and grammar
and spelling errors,
making it difficult to read.
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Writing does not contain
sufficient content for
organization.

Name: ______________________________________________________
Argumentative Essay Rubric
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